PROJECT BRIEF: WWW.ECHONEST.COM

SCOPE: Redesign of corporate site including: aesthetic, brand, navigational, and content enhancements. Limited scope based on SXSW event/March 12th deadline includes strategy, design and development support for the following content areas: home, home slider, platform, showcase and profile pages.

Design feedback 
__________________________________________________________
HOME:
avenir for headline

newest headline (via Jim): 

The Intelligent Music Application Platform
We are powering the future of music...

Try capitalization as above (not ALL CAPS).  

new head copy: we know more about music than anyone
subhead: powered by the world's first music machine learning system

the check out what people have done message needs to be included, perhaps where the bar graphs are currently (that needs to go).

slider thumbs need more room for "created by: author name, author name, author name"

PLATFORM WIREFRAME:

TABS: platform, how it works, showcase (no "the")

remove "for artists and labels" "for music applications" tabs
page of "the platform". replace one with "how it works" (the science behind it, a little more text than some of the others)


Wireframe feedback from Chris
__________________________________________________________

Home Page
- Slider. Functionality will likely be back, forward, pause, start. interval should be something like 5 seconds between switching slides. Open to seeing options, provide example of thumbnail navigation. Want user to be able to goto slide of interest.

- Brand Impact statement should be above featured items

- left hand square should be recent press releases. This will be CMS-controlled. 

- we are not sure about having additional featured apps on the home page. we were thinking something along the lines of the "Get updates" section on the current homepage . Maybe a two column section here (press releases (with logo) + get updates? (with RSS)

- Not sure about the "user login" box on the footer. Don't think that's needed, at least for this release. footer will likely be site navigation only. 

Navigation:
Company
- about
- management
- press
- jobs
- logos
- contact us
- directions
- Terms of Services

Social
- blog
- Sides
- Follow
  - Twitter
  - Facebook
- Music Machinery (this may go under company, or a separate blogs header for this, blog.echonest and sides)

(company may span two cols?)

Developers
- API Docs
- Feeds
- Forums
- Account

Platform
- The Platform: 
- For Artists and Labels: (not a list) another set of landing page: impact statement, small paragraph of copy, example full-width: "what can you do for me now?" Elissa is going to provide content
- For Music Apps: 
- Showcase: what was a category page, showing all examples
- Submit an App
- Fanalytics

Alternatively, we could so some sort of "Social" header, with blogs, Twitter, and Facebook links

Platform
- "tabs" at top will likely be static, rather than CMS-driven, at least for this release. 
- "For Developers" should be "For Music Applications" or something similar
- "New Applications" should just be "Showcase"
- "Artists and labels" and "for Developers" pages will be one-off design pages, rather than the default "showcase" style. pages will have additional copy and special focus on a few entries (e.g. Fanalytics on labels page), as there'll likely not be too many examples for the grid approach.
- "recently added" app blocks will omit links to api calls (keep on detail page only). We may try and not put as much attention to specific API calls (not sure if we'll do navigation on those in this release)

Platform Category
- This can be used as the default showcase view, where we'll do "featured" ones first, then the rest by date. 

Profile
- Move "powered by" links to bottom of description area. These will likely go directly to developer.echonest.com. I also like shared examples, but may not work out too well in this context (not enough APIs used in showcases?) We will discuss on call tomorrow.

__________________________________________________________

HOME
__________________________________________________________

Brand Objective: Impacts the visitor with a singular brand message and visually inspiring profiles/examples. 

Usability Objective: Drive traffic to profiles/examples.

Required From EchoNest: 
	•	The brand impact statement. Here's what was provided from Keynote, for reference: 
We know more about music content and consumers than anyone. We are building an internet-scale data business. The smartest online media companies are building their businesses on our music intelligence.
	•	5-6 case study examples, with all info you'd like to be included on a slide for each. It may be best to provide me with access to the actual application for the purpose of gathering graphic assets
	•	EchoNest advisement on the best content for refresh-able content module.
	•	Conversation with Chris about development to ensure that design matches CMS & schedule:
slider preferences
API list navigation preferences
	•	Definition of footer content

Structure: 
Masthead navigation
jQuery slideshow
Brand impact statement
3 column brand content area (minimized & below the fold). For wireframe purposes, I used 2 'featured apps' modules and 1 under-specified refresh-able content module. This will be based on EchoNest choice, here are some ideas:
Brand insight: recent news/press (powered by the CMS, posted to 'homepage news' category)
Brand culture/connect: module for staying connected (see feature notes below)
Brand achievement: latest profiles (powered by the CMS, posted to 'homepage profile' category)
Extended footer to enhance usability (content to be provided by client)

Content & Features: 
jQuery slideshow will start with 5-6 case studies (materials to be provided)
slide includes: visual graphics, name of example, API's used, link to profile
what is currently used to connect with users? 
Twitter
RSS/email automatic syndication of blog content using Feedburner (this replaces the "sign up" feature currently on the homepage which isn't automated, and just goes to contact form)
Some other music & technology related stream that I don't know about?


the PLATFORM: landing & categories
__________________________________________________________

Brand Objective: Clarifies the EchoNest product (i.e. the Platform APIs), and impacts the visitor with breadth of case study examples. Previously called 'solutions', this is a rebrand to promote the EchoNest products (data APIs) as the backbone of a multitude of cool applications which are widely used.

Usability Objective: Drive traffic to profiles/examples, or to browse applications by category.

Required from EchoNest: 
The product impact statement. Here's what I have from our conversation, for reference:
Music application development platform.
I suggest a brief accompanying description to introduce the visitor to the content, for example: "Artists, labels and innovative developers use the EchoNest APIs to..." or "new applications for bringing intelligent music information are constantly being developed using the EchoNest APIs..."
Each tab/category requires a statement/title and descriptive copy.
EchoNest advisement on how the 3 data types fit into the user experience and help clarify the product
Below is a list of possible navigation tabs. This was shortened on the wireframe due to concerns about schedule, but is open for discussion:
the Platform (or other name for starting tab)
for artists/labels
for developers
by name
new applications
submit application
search

Structure: 
Masthead navigation
Product showcase area with tabbed navigation
Featured profile examples as secondary showcase since primary area is short on 'the Platform' landing page
3 column x 3 row layout of application profile blocks with pagination for repository expansion
Extended footer to enhance usability (content to be provided by client)

Content & Features: 
Showcase area:
Starting active tab content includes: product impact statement and description, and data list (organized by: artist, song, listener)
The categories under these areas (such as: tag cloud, tempo, demographics) needs to be clarified, as I wonder if it correlates with possible APIs, and is navigable
Tabs to browse examples by category
Profile blocks include: app title link, graphic link, 2 line excerpt, navigable API list (need EchoNest preferences based on CMS integration and schedule)


PROFILES
__________________________________________________________

Brand Objective: Exemplifies and promotes the EchoNest product (i.e. the Platform APIs) as the backbone of a multitude of cool applications which are widely used.

Usability Objective: Final drill-down to examples of the Platform APIs in context.
	
Required from EchoNest: 
Same case study content required for slides with corresponding author, description, live link and further visuals.

Structure: 
Masthead navigation
Profile area with ample room for embedded content
featured profile examples as secondary showcase since primary area is short on 'the Platform' landing page
3 column layout of next in reverse chronological order profile blocks
Extended footer to enhance usability (content to be provided by client)

Content & Features: 
Profile area:
Profile content includes: app title link, graphic link, 2 line excerpt, navigable API list (need EchoNest preferences based on CMS integration and schedule), people involved list, creation date, features & function (to replace 'about'), author notes (to replace 'from the author'), 2 column breadth for embedded content & graphics
'Next in category' profile blocks include: app title, view live link (as application title for SEO), navigable API list (need EchoNest preferences based on CMS integration and schedule)


OBSERVATIONAL NOTES:
__________________________________________________________

use automatic emails upon account registration as a marketing opportunity to express some personality and give the user action item/s
make page titles and all H tags live text (SEO)
can use Cufon or @Font-Face for better site-wide display type (Cufon), all type (@Font-Face)
integrate structural design (less boxed out content), better use of real-estate
define content for footer area (SEO opportunity and usability enhancement)
more substantial page titles than "about us", etc
removal of eye-catching white margins/gutters (as part of the overall design enhancement)
why the structural shift to right sidebar on developer.echonest landing page?
a {outline:none} to remove border on selected links
need a:active state in nav
enhanced visual on rollover and active states in nav
how to return to echonest.com from developer.echonest.com?


GRID: 1000px total / 6 col
6 col of 154 = 924
5x12=60 inner margins
2x8=outer margins



